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way to the cemeteries with victims who had lingered and died
in hospitals.
My coverage of the Polish situation might have been an
expensive and somewhat newsless venture for my paper had
I not arranged upon leaving Paris to address my despatches to
London, rather than directly to New York. This gave Harold
Scarborough, our London correspondent, an opportunity to
advise me as to whether or not the messages were coming
through promptly and uncensored. The pledge that no cen-
sorship existed had not been taken seriously.
Scarborough informed me by telegraph from London that
my messages for relay to New York were arriving some
twelve hours late, and that some of them were unintelligible.
This meant that the censorship was active, and I delivered a
vigorous protest to officials of the Foreign Office. The censor-
ship was then privately admitted, and I was shown one of
my despatches which had been translated line for line into
Polish and then compared line for line with the original. Ob-
jectional sentences and paragraphs in the Polish text had been
deleted. The disconnected English text had then been trans-
mitted to London.
For three days other correspondents in "Warsaw and I had
sought to find the hiding place of Marshal Pilsudski, and to
interview the aged fire-eater. Reports that he was in a state
of nervous collapse were strengthened when every effort to
locate him failed. The nearest approach to any official state-
ment was delivered by a Colonel Dlugossewski, reputed in
Warsaw to be one of the organizers of the revolt against the
government. About thirty correspondents gathered at the
office of the General Staff in the center of the city to interview
Colonel Dlugossewski, a dapper and handsome army politi-
cian, resplendent with medals hanging on his well-tailored
and be-braided uniform. He informed us that Marshal Pil-

